The data employed came from various De- Oklahoma-Louisiana area and from the Midwest based on mileage and were estimated with a log to western consumption centers. South Carolina linear regression model, total cost as a function production is shifted from the Northeast to midof mileage, and with data on particular routes in western consumption centers. The other souththe eastern United States.
eastern states, primarily those in the south cenEven though the analysis was carried out with tral region, shift shipments from the Northeast to 19 suppliers and 37 market centers, the results the Texas-Oklahoma-Louisiana consumption are presented in terms of 5 aggregated supply centers. The other states, whose largest producareas and 4 aggregated consumption centers.
ers are New Jersey and Pennsylvania, show no South Carolina, Georgia, and California are change in shipment patterns. These states acmaintained as separate production regions becount for only about 8 percent of the total procause of their importance in the industry and the duction included in this analysis. potential impact of an embargo on these three Under the partial embargo, California instates.
creases shipments to the Midwest, essentially at the expense of South Carolina. Shipments from South Carolina go to the Texas-Oklahoma-RESULTS-SHIPMENTS Louisiana market from which California production is banned. The solution of this model yields the shipment The effect of both the partial and complete pattern that maximizes net revenue to producers.
embargoes is, obviously, to increase the proporThe optimum shipment pattern results when the tion of western production staying in the West, price in each consuming region exceeds the price with shipments in the remainder of the country in each producing region by only the transfer altered to compensate the midwestern and cost. Thus, the reactive programming algorithm Texas-Oklahoma-Louisiana markets for loss of allocates the supplies of producing regions California peaches. The net result is a relatively among alternative consuming centers in a small reduction in shipments to the three aggremanner consistent with spatial equilibrium thegated consumption areas outside the West, with ory.
the exception of a very slight increase in ship- Table 1 presents the results of the three scements to the Midwest under the partial embargo. The estimated increase in revenue for the Southeast is low, but, given the typical trade pat- tern for peaches, is understandable. Estimates in Seattle -0.4 +8.5 Table 1 indicate that the Midwest is the only area where there is significant competition between fruit from California and the Southeast. Actual shipments in 1979 bear this out; 20.7 percent of total shipments from California were to midwestcities. The partial embargo results in price ern markets, 16.5 percent to southeastern cities, changes of relatively small magnitude because and only 4.6 percent to eastern markets. Wen the states that embargo California fruit do not California is removed from these markets, the receive a very large quantity under normal cirSoutheast attempts to move in, but the quantities cumstances. The complete embargo results in involved are not sufficient to raise prices sigsubstantial decreases in prices for California nificantly, net of increased transportation costs; consumers because producers can ship only therefore, there is no substantial increase in revwithin California. Cities depending heavily on enue.
RESULTS-PRODUCER REVENUE
California production, Denver and Seattle, face price increases reflecting higher total transporta-RESULTS-CONSUMER PRICES tion costs for peaches shipped from more distant points in the Southeast. Price changes in other reported here would apply to any embargo applied against California peaches. It is expected that reasons to consider an interstate embargo of fresh peaches, or, for that matter, any produce, obviously devastating. As mentioned previously, would result only from a disease or insect situathis study did not attempt to measure total weltion similar to a Medfly infestation, fare effects. That would require estimation of all While the focus here has been primarily on the economic costs and benefits, with consideration effects on southeastern producers, the effects of given to the effects of a spreading infestation of a complete embargo on California producers are the Medfly.
